Scholastic fate remains uncertain after meetings Monday

By TRIPP BALTZ
News Editor

The fate of Scholastic, Notre Dame's weekly student magazine, remained in question after editors appealed to the university students' senate last Monday night, according to Editor Maher Mouasher.

"If there is a substantial degree of control of Scholastic, most of the editorial board feel it would be difficult to continue," said Mouasher.

Five Scholastic editors, including Maher, met with Director of Student Activities Joe Cassidy at 7 Sunday night. Cassidy said he wanted to know whose decision it was to run the photograph "five or six" on it, and all five agreed on it," he said. Cassidy said he decided to suspend the magazine's operations after the meeting.

The conditions of the magazine's suspension also remained unclear, according to Mouasher. Director of Student Activities Joe Cassidy said the suspension was so Scholastic could "come to a better understanding of the atmosphere they are operating under.

He added, "they are not operating in a vacuum.

Cassidy said when the point is reached that both Scholastic and the administration have reached an understanding of their relationship, publication could start up again.

Cassidy said Scholastic will work with Adele Lanan, assistant director of student activities for Media and Programming, in arranging a new production of Scholastic.

After the Student Senate unanimously passed a resolution supporting the editorial independence of Scholastic at a Monday night meeting, Mouasher spoke briefly with Vice President for Student Affairs Daniel T. Tyrrell.

"Basically, he strongly recommended we set up a dialogue with (Asst. Vice President for Student Affairs) Sister (Jean) Rocca and (Asst. Vice President for Student Services) Father (Peter) Lenz and (Asst. Vice President for Student Services) Father (Jean) Lenz."

Mouasher said he contacted the editors to suspend Scholastic "certainly stands.

He confirmed that Rocca will be handling the situation.

Cassidy said Tyrrell is leaving town today and will be away for at least one month. Cassidy said he announced to student life, the magazine was suspended because of arbitrary suspension and ad

Senate supports Scholastic editors with 2 resolutions

By CHRIS JULKA
Copy Editor

The Student Senate unanimously approved resolutions Monday supporting Scholastic's independence and urging Father Tyson to meet with Scholastic editors before leaving Notre Dame today.

Director of Student Activities Joe Cassidy, who attended Sunday night's suspension of the magazine, was in attendance at the meeting to clarify questions.

Editor of Scholastic Maher Mouasher and other staff members at the student magazine appeared at the Senate meeting Monday night to present a four-page statement which objected to the suspension on four different points.

First, the action violated Scholastic's independence and urging Father Tyson to meet with Scholastic editors before leaving Notre Dame today.

Director of Student Activities Joe Cassidy, who attended Sunday night's suspension of the magazine, was in attendance at the meeting to clarify questions.

Editor of Scholastic Maher Mouasher and other staff members at the student magazine appeared at the Senate meeting Monday night to present a four-page statement which objected to the suspension on four different points.

First, the action violated Scholastic's independence and urging Father Tyson to meet with Scholastic editors before leaving Notre Dame today.

Second, the suspension occurred in the face of repeated assurances from administration officials that Scholastic "would maintain editorial independence and that the suspension was the result of arbitrary suspension and removal because of student, faculty, administrative, or public disapproval of editorial policy or content."

Clearly," said Mouasher, "the magazine was suspended because of arbitrary disapproval.

Regan resists pressures to resign despite rumors

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President Reagan's embattled chief of staff, Donald Rumsfeld, resisted pressure Monday for his resignation, but sources close to first lady Nancy Reagan predicted he will leave soon because she is determined he must go.

As rumors about Reagan intensified, White House spokesman Martin F correspondent's story investigating the Iran-Contra case have not sought to give her a pass on it, all five agreed on it," he said.

"She has told the truth, but they have more questions for her," he continued.

The polygraph issue was raised by a story in The Los Angeles Times, which quoted unidentified sources as saying that investigators doubted that Secretary of State George Shultz had been "totally forthright" and that independent counsel Lawrence Walsh's lawyers were considering asking her to take a lie detector test.

Plato Cacheris, who represents Hall, refused to discuss reports that he has told federal investigators that she helped North after, destroy and remove large numbers of White House documents.

Hall, 27, who worked for North until he was fired from the National Security Council last Nov. 25 for his role in the affair, has been granted immunity from prosecution by Walsh.

Also on Monday, the top American military officer in Central America said that although the U.S.-backed Contras have a "fighting chance" to defeat Nicaraguan Sandinista government as long as U.S. support is continued.

"With sustained support, there is no doubt the Contras can win," Army Gen. John Galvin told the Senate Armed Services Committee in the midst of a growing congressional fight on whether to continue American aid to the rebels.

Regan accompanied the president to a White House gathering of the nation's governors. Introducing Mitchell Daniels, who has resigned as Reagan's political director, Regan said, "I want to talk about someone who is leaving and it is not me.

The White House, already criticized by some of Reagan's closest allies as being adrift and paralyzed by the Iran arms scandal, is expected to come under heavier fire this week when a presidential board releases its report on the shipwire and possible diversion of profits to the Nicaraguan Contra rebels.

Fitzwater said no one at the White House has seen the report or been briefed on its contents.
Of Interest

Saint Mary's juniors can vote in today's run-off for junior class officers in Haggard College Center from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. - The Observer

"The Last Lecture Series," sponsored by Saint Mary's Student Government, begins tonight at 7 in the Haggard College Center Parlor. Professor David Pilgrim, of the Saint Mary's Sociology Department, will present, "Lily White's 1987: Poisson Or Panacea." - The Observer

"Death Penalty" will be the subject of a lecture by Sandy Bielka, of the Illinois Coalition Against the Death Penalty, Wednesday at noon in Room 105 of the Law School. IS - The Observer

"The Redbud Workshop," a two week summer program where Notre Dame and Saint Mary's gain valuable experiences in a medium of their choice, will present a show featuring work from last week's workshop. The presentation featuring ceramic sculpture, printmaking and photography, takes place today through March 21 in the Hammes Gallery and Moreau Hall. - The Observer

Dr. Walter Daly, dean of the Indiana University Medical School, will lecture on medical careers tonight at 7 in Room 121 Nieuwland Science Hall. This lecture is sponsored by Alpha Epsilon Delta. - The Observer

The University Counseling Center is sponsoring a four-part workshop on building self-esteem. The series will run on Tuesday evenings March 3, 10, 24 and 31 from 6:15-7:45 p.m. in Room 123 Haggar Hall. Registration is required by phone at 239-7336. - The Observer

"The Catholic Experience: Worldviews and a Community of Faith," the last in a series of six lectures sponsored by Saint Mary's, is scheduled for Wednesday, March 4. - The Observer

Signups for the Annual Straight Billiards Tournament begin today in the poolroom. The tournament is scheduled for Wednesday, March 4. - The Observer

"The Catholic Faith Series," continues tonight at 7:30 in the Kroc/Standard Chapel. Father Andre Leveille, director of Campus Ministry, will speak on "Sacraments." - The Observer

Anthony Kenigan, senior guest scholar at the Kellogg Institute, will give a lecture titled "Underground Reflections on the Irony of Cuba" at 4 p.m. at Deeno commons. - The Observer

Weather

Weather raft. "Raf? Dey ain' no ra' no mo', she done broke loose en gone up in here we is.' Here we are drilling into spring, sunshine and 40 and up temps. Looks like smooth sailing into tomorrow as highs remain in the high 30's. As Flick says, "You feel mighty free and easy on a raft." - Associated Press

Scholastic issue provides forum for healthy discussion

Censorship at Notre Dame. The issue is about as clear as the colorless, androgynous figures in artist Nick Antonakis' controversial work. Scholastic editors called censorship, check and balance, or simply conflict of artistic opinion, there are some clear facts about the suspension of Scholastic, the University's student magazine.

Clearly, Scholastic's decision to print Antonakis' sketch of an intimate scene between two people was a daring yet well-calculated move. And one which was designed to spark debate.

The debate is much-needed. Lack of communication between student media and the Office of Student Activities has caused a confusion about the roles and limitations of each group. Scholastic editors must have anticipated the take-charge reaction of Joseph Cassidy, director of Student Activities, when he saw the Feb. 19 issue addressing censorship. Even if the photo itself was not objectionable, it was the idea that Scholastic would be bold enough to print it that probably irked Cassidy.

What Scholastic might not have foreseen was Cassidy's rash measure, however, of driving the staff out of its LaFortune office. And later, of installing new locks on the doors to prevent entry.

In its vague role as "publisher," the Office of Student Activities has gone too far in its recent censorship actions against Juggler and Scholastic magazines.

Cassidy states that "it is unrealistic to depict the Student Activities Office as censor since censorship is an external influence and the Student Activities Office, as publisher, is not external."

As an internal part of Scholastic, the "editors know the issues at hand. The staff knows and understands the issue that the office wants to present for debate."

Cassidy's rash move, however, of driving the Scholastic staff out of its LaFortune office was designed to spark debate. The Scholastic staff knew that theoretically, press in hell

Cassidy's office holds the same jurisdiction over Scholastic as it does over Juggler. So when backed into a corner, Cassidy seemed to have no choice but to remain consistent with the initial decision which prohibited Juggler from publishing the work.

Scholastic's article and editorial, however, dealt with the actual removal of Antonakis' artwork from the Juggler issue, a newsworthy event, and handled it as such.

The decision to include the picture was made to facilitate an informed discussion of whether the work should have been banned from publication.

There still are facts to be gathered and comments to be made. Healthy controversy and debate are the stuff of which universities are made.

Looked doors and editorial limits on the student press are not.
Freed Soviet prisoner vows to keep fighting

Associated Press

MOSCOW - Josef Begun came home from prison Monday to a hero's welcome at a snowy rail road station in Moscow, where he vowed to keep up the fight for Jewish emigration and human rights until all Soviet political prisoners are free.

"Freedom for all prisoners of Zion!," the 55-year-old Begun shouted to dozens of friends and supporters as he emerged from the train that carried him to Moscow after more than three years in Chistopol Prison.

His friends raised their yarmulkes triumphantly over his head and his mouth was open in a wide, gold-focked grin. But he looked tired and gaunt from a two-week hunger strike and from what he called the "inhuman conditions" of prison.

"I am insanely happy to be free," Begun said in Russian.

"I see this is a certain sign that all political prisoners will be free in the nearest future. I will devote all my strength to see that this happens as soon as possible."

Amid cheers and tears, friends picked him up onto their shoulders and carried him down a platform where they sang the Israeli national anthem and the Hebrew song "Shalom Aleichem.""One woman planted a big, red-lipsticked kiss on his right cheek. "I have given him a light blue yarmulke to replace the one he forfeited in prison," said his wife Ina.

Begun became a symbol of the Jewish emigration movement. When he was not in prison, he systematically demonstrated outside the Russian foreign ministry and the Israeli embassy, demanding that Moscow was freeing some imprisoned dissidents. Five protests broke out in Moscow this month and Begun attracted world headlines.

Plainclothes security agents broke up the last three demonstrations of picketing and punching protesters.

Soviet officials have said all such protests are illegal, prohibited, and that they would resume any activities deemed anti-Soviet.
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Finnell's assistants of Sorin Hall study over a game of foosball. Beginning from the back left of the table (from left to right) are John Stand, Mike Scotty, Ken Dice and James Polstrom.

Court to deliberate death penalty

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The Supreme Court said Monday it will decide whether the death penalty is a valid punishment for convicted murderers who committed their crimes before they were 18 years old.

The justices agreed to hear the appeal of Oklahoma death row inmate William Wayne Thompson, convicted of a murder committed when he was 15.

Thompson, convicted of a murder committed when he was 15.

They were condemned for crimes they committed as juveniles.

Of the 69 U.S. prison inmates executed since 1973, three were killed for murders committed before they were 18.

The high court attempted to resolve the same issue in 1982, in the case of Oklahoma death row inmate Monte Lee Ed dings, but decided his case on other constitutional grounds.

A decision in Thompson's case is expected sometime in 1988.

Returning from a four-week recess with a flurry of activity, the court also:

Refused to use a case from Minnesota to reconsider its past rulings that let states require some girls who seek abortions to get permission from their parents or a judge.

Agreed to judge the validity of a Virginia law banning the commercial display of some sexually explicit materials where children might get at them.

Rejected, in an Illinois case, a challenge to state laws requiring all front-seat occupants to wear seat belts. The law was challenged as an invasion of privacy.

Said it will consider killing a 12-year-old lawsuit stemming from an armed confrontation between Indians and federal agents at Wounded Knee, S.D., in 1973.

THE ALCOHOL EDUCATION COUNCIL INVITES YOU ON A

4 DAY TRIP

BOUNCING BACK...A YOUNG WOMAN DESCRIBES HER
RECOVERY FROM DRUG ADDICTION

Tuesday, February 24, 1987
Stapleton Lounge 7:00PM

DESIGNER DRUGS...THEY'RE CHEAP, THEY'RE LEGAL, THEY'RE LETAL

Film: "Designer Drugs" by Phil Donahue
Student discussion following
Wednesday, February 25, 1987
Stapleton Lounge 7:00PM

COKE...THE REAL THING, BUT NOT FOR THE FUN OF IT

Molly Sullivan
Thursday, February 26, 1987
Stapleton Lounge 7:00PM

Corby's
continued from page 1

license denial which was upheld by the county and state Alcoholic Beverage Commission in November and December respectively.

"A lot of new evidence was admitted that had not been presented before this hearing," Hannoy said.

The hearing judge, Bill Coyte, executive secretary of the ABC, has taken the matter under advisement, and he will prepare a recommendation to present to the full commission, Hannoy said. He added that a full member vote will be taken at this next meeting.

At Monday's meeting the full commission was not present, but, because of new evidence presented, Hannoy said Coyte decided to hold another meeting with the full commission present.

Hannoy said several representatives from each side of the argument were present.

"Several neighborhood residents were present. Out of five, two spoke. All five were in favor of the renewal," he said.

Others at the meeting were the present owner, CFI Inc., and the prospective owner, Thomas Przybylski. According to Hannoy, none of these people spoke.

Two South Bend police officers spoke in opposition to the renewal as did the South Bend city attorney who read letters of complaints written by North East Neighborhood Residents, he said.

The present owners of Corby's need the license renewal in order to sell the tavern.

Contact MaryAnn Roemer 289-7949

Seniors:
Be a Missionary for One Year,
teaching English in Kyoto, Japan

Find out more from Father McDonnell

Tuesday, Feb. 24 and Wed. Feb. 25
9-4 pm
Center for Social Concerns

The Observer

Wednesday, February 25, 1987
Stapleton Lounge 7:00PM

THE ALCOHOL EDUCATION COUNCIL INVITES YOU ON A

4 DAY TRIP

INVITES YOU ON A

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 24 & WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 25

CONTACT

MaryAnn Roemer 289-7949

CATHOLIC CHARITIES - MIAMI, FLORIDA

Molly Sullivan
Thursday, February 26, 1987
Stapleton Lounge 7:00PM

SOUTH BEND INDIANA

Contact MaryAnn Roemer 289-7949

CATHOLIC CHARITIES - MIAMI, FLORIDA

Molly Sullivan
Thursday, February 26, 1987
Stapleton Lounge 7:00PM

SOUTH BEND INDIANA
Witness identifies ‘Ivan the Terrible’

Associated Press

JERUSALEM - A survivor quivering with emotion testified Monday that John Demjanjuk was the Nazi guard "Ivan the Terrible" who clubbed prisoners, gouged out their eyes and turned on the gas at the Treblinka death camp.

"This is the man, the man sitting over there," Pinchas Epstein shouted in the courtroom, pointing at the retired Cleveland auto worker and pounding repeatedly on the witness stand.

The outburst came minutes after he was asked to identify a picture of the guard in an album of photographs.

Epstein's parents, sister and two brothers perished at the concentration camp in Poland with 850,000 other Jews. He was the first survivor to testify at the trial of Demjanjuk, a native of the Soviet Ukraine accused of being the brutal guard who terrorized and gassed prisoners at Treblinka in 1943.

Demjanjuk, 66, denies ever being at the death camp and claims to be a victim of mistaken identity. He listened without emotion Monday as his interpreter translated Epstein's accusations from Hebrew to Ukrainian.

The witness, 61, flushed and his voice shook as he said of Demjanjuk: "that's him sitting over there. Age has of course changed him but not so that he would become unrecognizable."

Epstein pointed out a 1951 picture of Demjanjuk on the third page of the photo album and said: "This is Ivan as I remember him."

"The picture is of an older man than the one I knew. Nevertheless, the round face, the very short neck, the broad shoulders, the slightly protruding ears. This is Ivan," he said.

Epstein escaped from Treblinka during a prisoner revolt August 1943 in which some reports said the brutal guard was killed.

American defense attorney Mark O'Connor cross-examined Epstein about Ivan's appearance, that of a second Ukrainian guard, Nicholai, and about several Nazi SS officers at the camp.

O'Connor has based his defense on the contentions that Ivan died in the uprising and that survivors' memories more than 40 years later are not accurate.

Trial for alleged terrorist begins

Associated Press

PARIS - A Lebanese man accused in the killings of American and Israeli diplomats said at the opening of his trial Monday that he was an Arab fighter and denounced "Yankee executioners" in his homeland.

Georges Ibrahim Abdallah, 35, spoke for about 10 minutes in what appeared to be a rehearsed monologue when he was interrupted by Judge Maurice Colomb, who said Abdallah was beginning to repeat himself.

When Colomb asked whether an attorney representing the United States and the wife of one of the victims would like to respond, Abdallah objected and, raising his voice for the first time, shouted he should not be forced to listen to a "Yankee criminal."

Abdallah was handcuffed and led from the courtroom, and the judge called a recess.

Abdallah's attorney, Jacques Verges, later said Abdallah did not plan to attend the remainder of the trial because he refuses to subject himself to French justice and objects to the U.S. government's role in the trial. Verges said he would continue to attend.

The case is the first to be tried in a special seven-judge "terrorism court," set up under laws enacted last year.

The trial is being conducted under heavy security. Two dozen gendarmes were stationed in the courtroom, which provided room for 117 journalists and about 70 spectators. Dozens of armed guards were stationed outside the courthouse near Notre Dame Cathedral in central Paris.

A brush with life

Junior Kathy Hogan mixes colors and shapes on a large canvas as she creates her art project.
Gephardt announces bid for '88 candidacy

Associated Press

ST. LOUIS - Rep. Richard Gephardt of Missouri announced his bid for the presidency on Monday, acknowledging he is unknown to most Americans but insisting that sheer effort will catapult him to the 1988 Democratic nomination.

The moderate Democrat, accompanied by about 20 members of Congress including House Majority Leader Thomas Foley, D-Wash., and House Ways and Means Committee Chairman Dan Rostenkowski, D-Ill., opened his bid with a call "to make America first again" with a reactivated national government.

Gephardt said his campaign will center on trade. "The first task of national leadership is to remove the barriers that limit America's rise," he told hundreds of cheerleaders.

But Cuomo took himself out of the race last week, an action that encouraged Gephardt and other lesser-knowns such as Delaware Sen. Joseph Biden, former Arizona Gov. Bruce Babbitt and Massachusetts Gov. Michael Dukakis.

Gephardt's strategists said they hope a strong showing in early tests like Iowa and New Hampshire will give him a boost heading into a "super Tuesday" of Southern primaries and caucuses in early March.

His schedule this week reflected that strategy, taking him from St. Louis to Iowa, followed by a swing through Texas and ending the week in New Hampshire.

University of Notre Dame Foreign Study Programs

Tianjin, China

Information Session

Tonight, February 24
6:30 p.m.
Satellite Room
242 O'Shaughnessy Hall

Last Chance To Apply

Associated Press

TORONTO - More than 4,000 immigrants from El Salvador and Guatemala have found sanctuary in Canada over the past three months, taking refuge not from civil war and poverty at home but from a U.S. crackdown on illegal aliens.

"I like it here. It's friendlier. When you arrive, they shake your hand," said 36-year-old Alfonso Amaya of San Vicente, El Salvador.

He lived illegally in Los Angeles for four years before fleeing to Toronto with one brother and two sisters.

Alarmed that thousands more might arrive, Canada tightened its open-door policy last Friday. It said that Central Americans wanting to come to Canada must remain in the United States and apply at Canadian consulates.

The new system is applicable to refugees from all nations. Officials said it is designed to distinguish between genuinely needy cases and those simply seeking to enter and stay along a normal immigration procedures.

Before, Central Americans poured across the border by bus or took low-fare flights - dubbed the Refugee Express - from Newark, N.J., to Buffalo, N.Y., crossing the border at Fort Erie, Ontario, or in Quebec province near Montreal. They are from all classes. Most are Salvadorans who lived in years in the south-west United States. Most don't speak English. They applied for welfare in Canada until they can find work.

At the Canadian National Exhibition grounds next to Lake Ontario, a dormitory has been turned into an emergency hostel for 140 men.

"Most of our existing hotels are inundated, putting up people on the floor," said John Jagt, Toronto's director of hostel operations. The influx, described as a "panic" by a U.S. embassy spokesman in Ottawa, was prompted by signing of a tough, new U.S. immigration act last November.

The law offers amnesty to illegal aliens who can prove residence in the United States since Jan. 1, 1982. But it threatens millions of others with deportation as of May 5 and punishes employers who knowingly hire them.

"This crisis is being caused by the United States. These people are coming because they're being fired from their jobs," said Nancy Pocock of the Quaker Committee for Refugees, helping to settle the newcomers in Toronto.

Canada, a sprawling nation of 25 million people, has welcomed 3.5 million foreigners since World War II. But 1,000 people a week arrived to claim refugee status in the first six weeks of 1987, compared with 1,500 for all of 1986.

A backlash developed. "We will keep this country open to genuine refugees. But right now we have so many abuses that the government has to move very quickly with control measures," said Immigration Minister Benoit Bouchard.

He canceled a policy that automatically admitted claimants from 18 communist and war-torn countries and allowed them to work, and he imposed a transit visa requirement for 98 countries.

Bouchard said U.S. authorities agreed not to deport Salvadorans or Guatemalans awaiting Canada's verdict on refugee applications.

"Every Salvadoran fears going back," said Dora Jimenez, who left three children behind with her parents when she fled her country in 1980, crossed through Mexico and Texas and ended up working in a laundry in Freeport, N.Y.

"I was caught and held by guerrillas for eight hours," she said, apparently because she had a friend who worked at a civil guard headquarters.

"The only thing I ever knew about Canada is that it's big and cold. But I feel secure and calm here because I know I won't be deported."

She spoke at a downtown Toronto hostel where 25 new immigrants live in temporary quarters.

Many immigrants arrive without cash. Volunteer groups help them until welfare checks arrive.

Those with families are taken to motels in a temporary housing program, Jagt said.

Applications for the 1987-1988 Assistant Managers of the Alumni-Senior Club can be picked up in the Student Activities Office.

The two available positions are: Asst. Manager for FoodService
Asst. Manager Rentals/Promotions

The deadline for all applications is March 6, 1987. Interviews will be held March 30, 31 and April 1, 2.
White New Orleans suburb drops bid to reconstruct crime barricade

Associated Press

NEW ORLEANS - Officials in a predominantly white suburb dropped their vow to rebuild crime barricades early this week on two streets leading to a mostly black New Orleans neighborhood, as the two towns agreed Monday to work to reduce crime in the area.

"It is unfortunate that the racial aspect of it was interjected into the picture. It was never a personal consideration in Jefferson," said Robert Evans Jr., head of the Student Parish Council, which ordered the barricades built.

First District New Orleans Mayor Sidney Barthelemy met briefly Monday and then told reporters that New Orleans workers, two days after they were ordered to stop work, would be unable to go beyond the city limits.

The barricades were dubbed the "Berlin Wall" by some blacks on the New Orleans side.

Evans said the barricades were meant to cut off an escape route for criminals who had victimized the neighborhood. Orleans Parish Councilwoman Peggy Wilson, a white Republican whose district includes the neighborhood, was cheered by about 15 blacks and a few whites who were demonstrating near the site of the barricades Monday when they were taken down.

Mrs. Wilson said she was told by Barthelemy that Evans decided not to rebuild the barricades after the state highway department said they were illegal.

The barricades again spotlighted the wood-and-steel barricades was illegal as well as racially motivated. The barriers were torn down Saturday by New Orleans workers, two days after they were told to stop work.

Parish Sheriff Harry Lee announced that his deputies would routinely stop and question blacks found in predominantly white neighborhoods. He reordered the order less than a day later amid a firestorm of protests, threats of a black boycott and demands that he resign.

Jefferson Parish residents were divided on the barricades.

"I'm sick of reading in the newspapers that nobody on this side cares about the barriers. That's not so," one said.

"The barricades are not going to stop crime," said Aaron Duncan Jr., another white Jefferson Parish resident. "There's crime everywhere."

Scholastic

continued from page 1

Scholastic office, according to the resolution editors presented to the Senate. Cassidy said he had the doors to the office locked and the locks changed.

Asst. Director of Security Phillips Johnson said he knew nothing about the doors to Scholastic's office being locked. However, he said there was "a possibility a locksmith was used".

Mouasher said Cassidy promised him the Scholastic office would be opened immediately for "meeting purposes."

Mouasher said right now the editorial board of Scholastic staff members three and a half hours to remove personal belongings from the office.

Although maintaining the suspension was justified, Cassidy said, "I owe Scholastic an apology." He said he had ordered the expulsion of Scholastic staff members from their office based on "previous experience." After a similar action at a different school, students had damaged University printing facilities. He said Scholastic staff members would be able to reenter their office by today, though only to meet.

Senate

continued from page 1

control. Student Activities may not agree with something and may prevent certain items from appearing in print," he added.

Cassidy said he and Cell Faulsen, assistant student activities director for facilities and programming, entered Scholastic's office and asked for copies of the controversial issue Thursday. He said he was told they were not yet available.

Mouasher, however, said a few copies of Thursday's edition were placed in the Student Activities Office that day. He said the magazine was delivered according to the normal circulation schedule.

Sunday night Cassidy gave "Scholastic" staff members three and a half hours to remove personal belongings from the office. "The barricades are not a personal belongings from the office," he said, referring to Sunday night's action, "after which the locks were changed on our office and our operations were suspended indefinitely."

Saying he did not come to the issue "open," Cassidy said that by interpretation, the suspension was in accordance with the decision was "internal to the publica­tion, the suspension was not censorship, he said.

Fall edition of the Juggler by the Student Activities Office... Since the Scholastic is under the same policies as the Juggler and operated contrary to these policies, operations of the Scholastic will be suspended immediately," Cassidy said.

Mouasher prefaced the Scholastic editors' case with a description of the suspension. "We got a period of three and a half hours in which to clear our personal belongings out of the office," he said, referring to Sunday night's action, "after which the doors were locked and the locks changed.

"The barricades are not a personal belongings from the office," he said, referring to Sunday night's action, "after which the doors were locked and the locks changed."
Yesterday, I wrote that it was the administration's failings that have led to student government's present woe. No one in the dome has accepted the responsibility of inviting us to the party. So, we bicker cynically with ourselves, unable to recognize and accept the guilt of impotence. We are student leaders. Impotence should not be our most prominent feature.

Bruce Lohman
guest column

However, this accu­mulation is too easy.

Why not start out legitimizing student govern­ment by condemning those with power?

Now, as a second step to legitimacy, it is time to own up to our own faults, or more correctly, my own faults. The admin­istration should not allow itself to be guilty insofar as it has helped perpetuate the myth of student govern­ment, a perpetuation which makes its job easier. But I am more at fault than it is. I cannot solve student govern­ment's problems, only I can do that. I can, however, put an end to this mess.

In the past three years, I have been hoarding all of the invitation. I never would have come to know about these parties because more talented students might have knocked on the door. Since no invitation has been allowed me to continue to do important things; or think that is the case. Let us stop.

What most students think student government is not what student government is at all. That student govern­ment is the myth. Further­more, all too many of us deserve criticism for conspiring to as­sist the traditional student govern­ment in its activities. Student govern­ment deserves praise for other areas. It has invited us to parties of plenty. The prob­lem is that these invitations are not being passed along. I have been accepting these invites on your, the student's, be­half. (Not just me, of course. But I don't want to point any fingers at friends of mine.)

What student government does is very simple. Five things. Trustee Reports, Arts & Activities, Student Affairs Concerns, Fiscal Responsibility, Cabinet Activities. Further, there are only two bodies which we need. The Hall Presidents' Council and the Basic Committee, while important and worthy of its job, falls under the realm of the Student Activities Board.

In all these areas, except Student Af­fairs, and to these two bodies, the ad­ministration has given us a formal in­vitation. It not only asks, but expects, us to do something in these areas. This responsibility is well received. I believe that a tradition of excellence exists in all the mentioned areas, or at least at one given year depending on the individuals who have that job. Why? Because there is a job to be done and it gets done. Satisfied expectations beget mutual respect.

But no one knows about these things. Why? Silence and reconstruction. Too often, reconstruction has been student govern­ment's top priority. Cannot we recognize that structures, beyond the two mentioned above, are all window dressing? These other structures serve Mir. Maria, and not look "nice." They other structures do not make a differ­ence to anyone or anything. Shameful­ly, I admit to serving on two constitu­tion restructuring committees. Encouraging these charades helped me keep the invites to myself. Oh, the joy of manipulating the game which we play.

Why do these efforts amount to noth­ing? Because there is no invitation to discuss these matters. We cannot make up these jobs because we are not re­sponsible for any of this. Live with it.

And then there is silence. Silence has served me well. As I mentioned, silence has allowed me and, I believe, the in­distinguishable students, to which rightfully belong to the students. You needn't look too closely at the horizon. So, I feel comfortable breaking my silence.

A second step to legitimatizing stu­dent government is simply to demyt­hologize student government. Break the silence. It is not the job of sta­dent government need to tell others of their experiences. Explain the areas of responsible, respectable student input. So, I call on Dave, Doug, Joanie, Becca, Mir. Maria, and Mike to pick up your pens and tell us what you do. Better yet, go speak directly to the freshmen and sophomores. Do not let us take it into our own hands.

What is the result of giving up control with the unending support of the junior class and allowing them to do the job we are not doing? The result of this is a job well done and a job well done.

Over 500 letters to the editor and 300 com­ments appeared last year in Viewpoint. Join the growing number of people who feel their thoughts and opinions do make a differ­ence. Write to P.O. Box Q, Viewpoint Depart­ment, Notre Dame, IN, 46556

Quote of the day

"Friendship often ends in love, but love in friendship never." — Charles Caleb Colton (1780-1832) "The Lacon," 1829
A Service To Others

The Peace Corps — not a job, an adventure

THERESA LOOMIS features writer

Are you interested in serving others and finding an alternative to the post graduation job market search? If so, then perhaps the Peace Corps can provide the opportunity for which you are looking.

Peace Corps is one of the country's best known service organizations. The purpose of the Peace Corps as three fold: to provide technical assistance to lesser developed countries, to help people of other countries learn what the U.S. is about, and to help Americans learn about people of other countries, said Donald Loseff, a Chicago area representative and former volunteer.

Anyone 18 years of age or older can apply to be a volunteer, and no upper age limit exists. The process begins with a lengthy application which inquires about job history and community involvement. The application also contains a question regarding the applicant's motivation and desire to volunteer.

People are chosen on the basis of their specific skills. Having a degree is a qualification for several of the service programs and, therefore, beneficial. However, applicants need not possess a degree for the agricultural, business, and vocational programs if their background demonstrates sufficient experience.

After reviewing applications, 16 area offices conduct interviews. If applicants meet the skill requirements, their applications are then passed to one of three regional offices. Applicants' placement preferences are taken into account especially if they speak a certain language.

Possible assignments may be in any one of approximately 55 programs. Most tend to be teaching related in which volunteers impart knowledge to a foreign counterpart who can continue implementation after their departure.

All assignments consist of a three month training program directly preceding a two year stay. Applicants do not necessarily need to know the language of the country in which they work since intensive language training is included in the three month program. Also included are the history and culture of the respective country.

Volunteers may be assigned to any of the 65 countries that have made an invitation to the Peace Corps although 40 percent of volunteers are in Africa. Volunteers' placement preferences are taken into account, especially if they speak a certain language.

The Peace Corps' primary responsibility is to the countries they serve and providing them with the best qualified people for their needs. Loseff said that if volunteers say they will only serve in a specific country, their chances are narrowed and their motives questioned. Perhaps they should be looking for a travel agency because no guarantees can be made. However volunteers find themselves assigned, the Peace Corps provides all transportation and living expenses.

Experience in the Peace Corps is excellent background for anyone and viewed positively by employers. As Loseff explained, participation in the Peace Corps shows a person is a self-starter and an innovator, competent in a leadership role, able to make plans, adept at sharing skills, and bilingual. Participation also benefits persons in supervisory roles because they are often working with various cultures. It builds confidence too.

If the Peace Corps interests you, several activities can answer any questions. A film about the Peace Corps was shown Feb. 19 in the Center for Social Concerns Representatives will be on campus March 3 and 4 with information and applications. These opportunities offer the chance to explore the possibility of service with the Peace Corps.
Don't panic: Volunteer

LISA COLEMAN  
features writer

During February and March, Notre Dame business firms continue to interview campus many undecided Seniors begin to panic.

Marianne Herb, an English-French double major, has information on a Channel Volunteer Program. The program is based in Seattle, Washington with locations along the West Coast. Like the Jesuit program, volunteers work as teachers and assistants in legal clinics and alcohol clinics.

Public Interest Research Group

Many graduates in the Jesuit Volunteer Corps program spend a year of service in legal clinics, alcohol clinics, soup kitchens and many other areas of need. This program’s emphasis is placed on work although participants do live in community. The Jesuit Volunteers live and work all over the country and join with other volunteers in their regions for retreats and evaluations of their work.

Public Interest Research Group

Many graduates prefer a program that offers complete employment. The Public Interest Research Group pays graduates to research and lobby for specific issues. "Our experiences both in job and community, have forced us to question the structure and society from many perspectives," says a letter Roemer received recently from Tim Buckley. "I was able to grow and to look beyond myself into the hearts of others," says Patty Cisle, a 1985 Notre Dame graduate. Buckley is spending this year in the Jesuit Volunteer Corps as a counselor in Portland, Oregon. "Beyond the socio-political issues we face, committed people help each other through transportation and communication."

Dona Young

The London Bridge

Satuday is the main trading day at Petticoat Lane, a ten minute walk from our residences. Most of the canopies are set up in front of the street’s shops, with a few branching off on side streets. It’s like a movie-like scene with vendors yelling out their wares and shoppers pausing to look at each booth. As one wanders down Petticoat road, away from the central area, the quality of the good declines. Near the end of the street are racks and tables filled with second hand clothing.

Petticoat Lane Market is open only on Sundays and is probably London’s most famous market. Similar in appearance to Petticoat, the atmosphere of Petticoat Lane is much different. The vendors here are much more vocal and eager to attract customers. Both markets offer an astounding variety, everything from toothpicks to fur coats, buttons to dishes, lipstick to curio cabinets. Most goods do not have marked prices. Upon inquiry of a price, and therefore interest in the merchandise, the vendors seem intent on talking customers into making a purchase. This leads to one of the most interesting aspects of bargaining: bargaining.

Bargaining, too, can best be described through experience. It is, by nature, an uncomfortable idea for those of us who are not used to it. University Park Hall shopping habits do not prepare one for this foreign custom. The obvious problem is the lack of experience in knowing what to say and how to act. Afraid of offending the merchant, yet attempting to look at ease in this bargaining role, the question of price arises. What should I offer for this 20 pound sweater? It is also difficult to talk a vendor’s price down when it is apparent that you are much better off than he.

Having only traveled in succession with me, I went to a Bureau de Change at Petticoat Lane to cash them. I signed my cheques and asked what I was buying. I told him he replied “Bargain with them. You have cash now; you can talk the price down.”

This confirmed things I had read about markets, yet contradicted my experience of the day before. I was interested in a Scottish Wool blanket at Petticoat and tried to bargain with the man. He would take, no less than the price marked and seemed almost disgusted at my offer. He muttered that he had already sold a dozen at the marked price that day.

Another vendor elaborated on the fact that I was an American, therefore rich, and that he couldn’t accept my bargaining offers. It was not use explaining to him that I was a student, therefore not rich, and I truly couldn’t afford the price he was asking.

After many hours of shopping and countless attempts at bargaining, I was finally successful. Having found the object of my marketing pursuits, I offered the merchant five pounds less than the price he was asking. He shook his head and said out loud, “No, no,” but then he pulled me very close. He mumbled something I couldn’t exactly make out, but what was that he would accept my offer. He didn’t want other customers nearby to know that he would accept less than the quoted price.

There is much more to the market experience: the people, the colors, the language. But these, too, are difficult to put on paper. The only way to understand a market is to experience it.
Mock market nears the closing bell

By CAROLYN GILLESPIE
Business writer

The Notre Dame Finance Club's Mock Stock Market contest is winding to a close after three months of trading.

On March 13, when the game officially ends, "the committee officially over and the portfolios are liquidated," according to Vizzini, who heads the executive committee that runs the contest along with fellow finance major Erin Jilek.

The portfolio with the best after-tax return on their investments will win the first prize of $100. The second prize of $50 and a $25 third prize will also be awarded. No specific leaders of the game can be determined until the game is officially over and the portfolios are liquidated.

"There are approximately 75 students participating in the game," according to Vizzini. The software package that was donated by a well-known brokerage firm and being used for the first time has helped considerably in maintaining the smooth running of the game as well as saved the committee time in comparison to previous years," said Vizzini.

Last year's winner, Tom Meagher, said he qualified for the $100 prize by earning a return of 55 percent on his investment. Last year's contest gave players $10,000 to start with and only one week to play the game. Players could trade as often as they wished at a table manned by the Finance Club during trading hours.

Results were based on the actual performance of corresponding stocks in the real stock exchange.

Vizzini said this year's game "provided a great opportunity to learn about various types of investments as well as gain hands-on experience and a knowledge of how the stock market works at no risk to the student," said Vizzini.

The game, which began Nov. 17, was open to all Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students.

Brazil squeezes Florida OJ market

This drink almost stole the show in "Trading Places," but the campus dining halls still refuse to serve it for lunch and dinner. Oranges just aren't just from Florida anymore. Brazil has helped the nation's juice industry more than anyone else in the world.

Alex Vonderhaar
Business Bits

Despite this popularity, the market for oranges has become saturated from oversupply. Students who have read about the four freezes in Florida over the past six years are probably wondering how this could have happened. Apparently, orange juice isn't just from Florida anymore.

The extra production has come from Brazil, and one entrepreneur stood out from the pack, according to The Wall Street Journal. Back in December of 1962, the Sunshine State lost millions of orange trees in a bitter frost. Jose Cutrale, Jr., then a struggling entrepreneur, knew the tools at his disposal. He has been using government subsidies, cheap labor, and concessions from his suppliers to repay his debt, love the boost that the crop gives to Brazil's export earnings.

Brazil is now the world leader in the production of oranges. In 1986, the tropical nation made over 200 million 90-pound boxes, twice the output of Florida. Brazil trailed their American counterparts as recently as 1981.

Cutrale's product shows up in cartons of Minute Maid orange juice. An arrangement is great for Coke because of the fickleness of the Florida crop. Sam Ayoub, a former Coke finance director, maintains that "Coke will never let him down because he has never failed to produce the goods."

Since Minute Maid controls over a fifth of the $3.3 million U.S. market, most juice drinkers here can thank Cutrale for satisfying at least some of their thirst.

This great production, however, has had its drawbacks. Because the demand grew so rapidly over the last 20 years, farmers throughout the world planted more trees than today's slowly growing market can use. Even Jose Cutrale is feeling the squeeze from increased competition.

But like any great businessman, he has exploited the tools at his disposal. He has been using government subsidies, cheap labor, and concessions from his suppliers to further his domination.

For example, in addition to growing his own, Cutrale buys oranges from small farmers. The price he pays per box (90 pounds) has fallen to $1, down from $3.50 two years ago.

American consumers have yet to reap the full benefit of lower prices. Aldi's and Kroger's still charge 99 cents for half gallons of generic orange juice while the Huddle commands almost two bucks for the real Minute Maid.

Wherever you buy your citrus, remember that much of it is coming from Brazil. Despite the glut, Cutrale remains confident: "I'm happy because I have more orange trees than anyone else in the world."

---

THE THOMAS J.
W CENTER
FOR LAW AND
GOVERNMENT
Notre Dame Law School presents a lecture by
William B. Ball, Esq.
Ball & Skelly
Harrisburg, PA
on
Religious Liberty
in the Courtroom
Wednesday, Feb. 25 noon
Room 121 Law School

VOCATION RETREAT
THE CENTER
PURPOSE ~ to help you consider religious life
as a sister, priest, or brother in the Congregation of Holy Cross
DATE ~ Friday, March 27, 7pm - Saturday, March 28, 5pm
PLACE ~ Mary's Solitude Prayer Center, St. Mary's
REGISTER ~ by calling the Vocation Office, 259-6385
Sports Briefs

Dick Houser, although he had stochastically maintained the helm of the Kansas City Royals after surgery for a malignant brain tumor, decided Monday he just wasn't up to the task after going through the first day of spring drills and resigned. Associated Press

DePaul held its No. 4 ranking in this week's AP Top 20. UNLV remained in front, while North Carolina, 25-2, moved ahead of Indiana, 23-2, into second place this week. Associated Press

Jackie Joyner-Kersee, who set world records twice in the seven-event heptathlon last year, was named the 1986 winner of the Sullivan Award as the nation's top amateur athlete Monday afternoon. Associated Press

Tod Mitchell scored 19 points and Troy Lewis added 18, including the go-ahead basket in overtime, as sixth-ranked Purdue nipped Illinois 75-73 in Big Ten Basketball Monday afternoon. Associated Press

The Observer Notre Dame office, located on the third floor of LaFortune Center, accepts classified advertising from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m., Monday through Friday. The Observer Saint Mary's office, located on the third floor of Haggler-Colley Facility and is due no later than 3 p.m. Wednesday through Friday. Deadline for next-day classifieds is 3 p.m. all classifieds must be prepaid in cash or by money order. For details contact Ross at (219) 631-7171, ext. 719. Check the newspaper for details about classifieds.

 Classifieds

NOTICES

TYPED AVAILABLE

PREGNANT? Happy, young, financially secure manage to keep aff in tact. Confidential. Call (219) 251-7215.

Please call Maura 284-1821.

books Inside, from the Huddle Wed. nights next week.

please call Dena at 284-5209 REWARD

LOST: Green suede jacket at Bridget's Saturday after 6:00 p.m.. Please contact John Eusterman at 283-1066

urbandear ring and one Seiko watch, lady's two sportswear?? Reasonable prices. Call (219) 283-1066.

FORMAL. If found, please call Paul at 1209.

MISSING: Were you at LNO last Friday, Saturday, Sunday? Reasonable prices. Call (219) 283-1066.

-Associated Press

DOES your club need a T-shirt design? Submit your ideas.

- Associated Press

PREGNANT? Happy, loving, financially secure manage to keep aff in tact. Confidential. Call (219) 251-7215.

RIDE NEEDED  TO PURDUE - Mon. or Tues. to 159. Call Karen at 284-3720.

WAS A X MAS GIFT IF FOUND, AROUND LUNCHTIME TUES(17th). IT KEY$ -CALL 1670

LOST/FOUND

INTERESTED IN CALLING STATIONS? Call (219) 283-1066.

FREE Pickup and Delivery 20. UNLV remained in front, while North Carolina, 25-2, in the seven-event heptathlon last year, was named the

malignant brain tumor, decided Monday he just wasn't an amateur athlete Monday night. Associated Press

is It True that you can Buy Jeeps for $44

without your credit card? If so, call Mike at 4335 or return to 159. If not, I'm behind you all the way.

-Associated Press

WELCOME to the Observer's online classifieds Wednesday, February 25

SOUTH BEND - 233-4767

-Associated Press

Good Day Merry Sunshine! J-

Enjoy!! (and remember?) "CRAZY" PAT MCMANUS

For Rent

NOW AVAILABLE NEXT FALL SEM. Furnished Studio, with 1 bath, 1 kitchen, and all utilities included. Safe, convenient location. Call George 239-4353.

Sports Briefs

The ND women's track club hosts the Notre Dame Invitational Saturday, Feb. 28. Anyone interested in volunteering for the meet is asked to contact Dan Ryan at 287-6661 or 239-6989. There will be a meeting for the volunteers Thursday. The women's cross country coach (room 127) on the second floor of the ACC. -The Observer

SMC intramural basketball begins the first week of March. Entry forms are available at Angola Ath.

-Associated Press

The OC hockey team will practice tonight at 7:15 and tomorrow at 5:00 p.m. at Howard Park. -The Observer

Sports Briefs are accepted Sunday through Friday in The Observer offices on the third floor of LaFortune Student Center before 3 p.m. on the day prior to publication.

- The Observer

NVA calendar

Special to The Observer

Non-Varsity Athletics has announced some upcoming events on its agenda.

Swimming Relays: Hat representation, men's and women's teams.

Water Volleyball: Open tournament, possible elimination.

Lacrosse: Interclub event, proof of insurance required, 15 to 25-man rosters.

Students are also reminded of the Stretchure program, which is already in progress on Tuesday and Thursday, beginning at 5:20 p.m.

Registration and further information on these activities and others may be obtained by contacting the NVA at 239-6100 or by stopping by the offices in the ACC.
Ski teams take sixth in Midwest Regionals

Ending its season at the Midwest Regionals near Duluth, Minn., last weekend, the men's and women's Ski Teams both placed sixth in their respective brackets.

Pat Ellers was the top finisher for the men's team, placing among the top fifteen in the giant slalom. Eric Kowalski, Joe Bride and Jeff Parker also turned in solid performances for the Irish.

The Skendzie sisters, Kathy and Mary Beth, who had led the women's team for most of the season, continued to do the same thing at the regionals. Kathy Skendzie placed fourth in the giant slalom and seventh in the slalom, while Mary Beth Skendzie finished fifteenth in the giant slalom. Jane Heisel was another key contributor for the women's team.

Neither team was able to qualify for nationals, as only the top three teams were able to advance. The men's team reached the regionals by placing third at the qualifications, while the women's team received an at-large bid to the regionals.

"I thought we skied pretty strongly. There were about fourteen or fifteen tough teams out there," said Kathy Skendzie. "We didn't qualify for nationals, but we did very well overall."  

ND tennis drops two over weekend

BY SHEILA HOROX Sports Writer

Until a youthful Irish women's tennis squad gains experience, it will have to take its bumps and bruises along the way as they did against Wisconsin and Western Michigan this weekend.

Wisconsin, a team ranked in the nation's Top 30, swept the Irish, 4-0, on Friday. Head Coach Michele Gelfman was not disappointed, however, in the team's performance.

"Our kids played their hearts out this weekend," said Gelfman. "Wisconsin had an extremely tough line-up, and we simply got beat by a better team."  

In the Western Michigan match, the score was tied at 3-3, but the Irish doubles teams dropped the remaining matches, resulting in a 6-3 loss. Alice Lohrer, Natalie Illig, and Julie Sullivan registered the Irish singles victories. Lohrer and Illig both pulled out close three-set matches. Lohrer by defeating Wendy Severt 6-4, 6-4, 6-4, and Illig by defeating Sonya Garshrek, 3-6, 6-4, 6-1. Sullivan then took care of Karen Goldstein, 7-5, 6-3.

In the three Irish singles losses, Stephanie Tolnott came up short against Maria Whitefield, 7-5, 6-4, Tammy Schmidt lost a tough three-setter to Jan Weigard, 6-7 (2), 6-3, 6-4, and Roza Kelly fell 6-1, 6-4 to Shari Bierdorf.

Notre Dame was without the services of number-one singles and doubles player Michelle Dasso, and according to Gelfman, her absence put the Irish at a disadvantage.

"Michelle's not being there really hurt us, especially against Western Michigan," said Gelfman. "With her I felt we could have won one or two more singles matches and it would have definitely affected our doubles teams."

Gelfman has yet to play a match with her full starting line-up in tact.

Steve Megargee
Club Corner

"She was the first underclassman to finish. It was outstanding," said Head Coach Dan Ryan. "She's beginning to blossom as one of the top middle distance runners in Indiana. She's capable of winning anything between 800 and 1500."  

Notre Dame's will host the Notre Dame Invitational in the ACC North Dome this Saturday at 3 p.m. The meet will include teams from Marquette, DePaul, Detroit, and Notre Dame.

"We should do fairly well. Both DePaul and Marquette are very, very strong, and they'll be the favorites. It should be a very good meet," said Ryan. "We have some individuals who will do well. Theresa Rice should be in the hunt to win the 800, and Darlene Martin should do well in the sprinting events and shot put. We should do well in the shot put in general."

The Men's Volleyball Club was brought back down to earth last Monday. Ball State, a varsity team ranked eighth in the nation, swept the Irish in three games.

Notre Dame bounced back the next night to defeat Calvin College in four games, raising its record to 12-2.

"The Ball State match was just ridiculous," said Club Secretary Steve Kranz. "They were a really strong team, and we just didn't show up. We couldn't do the basics right, and we got into all kinds of trouble.

"We were ready to beat up on somebody, and we came back and played well (against Calvin). We jumped out to a big lead in the first game, and slacked off and lost it. Then we kind of took them apart in the next three games."

Making a swing through Ohio this week, the Irish play at Ohio State on Thursday, at Ohio State-Mariot on Friday, and at Miami (Ohio) on Saturday.
Gavin sets records, but frustrations mount over '87 season

By MIKE SZYMANSKI
Sports Writer

To have an outstanding individual season despite a disappointing team record can cause the frustrations to mount, and they have for Notre Dame women's basketball point guard Mary Gavin.

Gavin, a 5-6 junior from Wildwood N.J., owns the Notre Dame career assist record at 477 and is 20 steals from the Notre Dame career theft record at 168. With an average of 7.3 assists and 2.3 steals a game, she also averages 7.4 points a game, including a recent six-game stretch in which she has averaged more than 11 points. In addition, she leads the team in minutes played at 35 minutes per game.

Despite her efforts, Notre Dame stands at 8-15, weathering a tough schedule, three team defections, injuries and inexperience. For a winner such as Gavin, the situation is unsettling.

"I am still very bitter about the season because I'm sure all the girls went into it setting our goals high," says Gavin, "and we had to lower them a lot more than I ever thought we would have. And no matter how good people think I might be playing, it doesn't matter much when you are 8-15.

Though she downplays her individual accomplishments at this time, other observers, such as Notre Dame head coach Tara DiStanislao, recognize her value to the team.

"She is the most aggressive and mentally tough player here," says DiStanislao. "She has turned this into an asset.

When team captain Lavetta Willis left, Gavin was thrust into the leadership position that she had not anticipated. It took a while for her to adjust.

"(Willis' departure) put me into the position to go out there every day and be someone people can look up to," says Gavin. "And at first I was not ready for that because I was always there and she was the leader. When things got tough we went to Lavetta.

"I think I get better at motivation every game. At the beginning, the way I went about it was I would yell at them instead of another approach. It works for people to scream at me, but the team is so different that you have to take a different approach to each one of them.

"(Husten) needs a pat on the back and maybe you can yell at Diondra. A big part of being a leader is to know how to treat different people."

Gavin does not really think she has turned this into an asset.

"It's got to come naturally because you cannot suddenly say 'I will be a leader' and be effective.

"When really don't feel like practicing, I look at my self and I think if I am just going to go out there and be lazy, then what impression will I give to the ball. That's probably why I was recruited, so that's the way (DiStanislao) set it up. In previous years with Trena Keys, it was my job just to get her the ball. I know that I should shoot the ball more, but being here told to pass, pass, pass, and coming in my third year and being told to shoot does not really concentrate on team leadership.

"It's got to come naturally because you cannot suddenly say 'I will be a leader' and be effective.

"When really don't feel like practicing, I look at myself and I think if I am just going to go out there and be lazy, then what impression will I give to the other people that I can go out and take chances to get the ball."

"I try to cut off passing lanes. I am not a quick person, I have quick hands."

At the beginning of the season, Gavin looked forward to the challenge of playing Rutgers and other Top 10 teams in the nation. But as the season wore on, so did the excitement of a difficult schedule.

"I guess you have to play Top 20 teams to be recognized as a good team when you are supposed to have a good year," she says, "but that can be tough. It could have really been a different story.

"The freshmen have gotten so much experience that next year they will be better prepared for situations. With three seniors on the team, we will have a lot of experience."

"We have to gain confidence in each other, which we are starting to do now. That matters a lot. First, it has to start with yourself, you have to have confidence in yourself.

Off the court, the sacrifices of a Division I player are de monstrated. With their thoroughness toward the sport, they are always trying to do a better job.

"It definitely cuts down on my social life because the season starts in September and ends in March. It's hard to go out and get ripped every weekend when you know that you have to get up Sunday morning and go to practice, and I mean practice hard."

"Academically, it hurts when you are on the team. It is difficult to get anything done on the road, reading on a bus gives me a headache.

"It's definitely worth it. It is something I would never give up. It's the feeling."
Stanford-Manor game highlights IH playoffs

By BRIAN O'GARA
Sports Writer

It's crunch-time in the men's interhall basketball world as the playoffs get into full swing this week. Several key games are slated for tonight in both the A and B leagues.

In the A-league, top-ranked Stanford and No. 2 Morrissey will clash at 8 p.m. (ACC Gym 2). The winner of this game clinches a spot in the A-league championship, which will be played at 5 p.m. on Thursday, March 3 in the ACC Pit. The loser enters the losers' bracket of the double-elimination tournament.

Stanford (7-5, Big Sky Division Champs) and Morrissey (6-6, ACC Division Champs) drew first-round byes last week, while defending champion Sorin (6-6, Big Ten Champs) defeated Dillon (4-9), 47-45, and Holy Cross (5-1), 63-55, and Morrissey held on for a 41-35 victory over Sorin, setting up tonight's matchup.

"This game will not be any different from any other game this season," said assistant coach Pete Kolettis. "Defense and rebounding are the things we do best and that's how we've won. And we can use ten people. I don't know if the other teams are as deep."

In the losers' bracket, Dillon (6-0) and Stanford met tonight, as will Cavanaugh and the Grace-Dillon loser.

Handicapped wrestlers fall to IU, 41-9

By STEVE MEGARGEE
Sports Writer

Before Sunday's dual meet with Indiana started, it was announced that Irish coach Fran McCann was being inducted into the Indiana High School Wrestling Coaches Association Hall of Fame. It was about the only good news the Notre Dame wrestling team received all afternoon.

Indiana took advantage of three Notre Dame forfeits, two pins, one superior decision, and a major decision to coast past the Irish, 41-9.

"We could have won more matches than we did, but we're not upset with the results," said Stewart. "He (Helmer) wrestled well." Notre Dame expected to forfeit the 142-pound match and the 190-pound match because of injuries to Pat Boyd and Tom Ryan. The Irish ended up also having to forfeit the 167-pound match when Chris Geneser was knocked out of it, which just isn't reasonable when you get out-flushed like that he does in practice.

"We have some close games. I think we can play with anyone if we can continue to control the boards and our outside shooting (led by Mike and Bobby Raster) remains consistent," said Dillon B coach Charlie Elliott.

"We've had some close games. Sometimes we play with anyone if we can continue to control the boards and our outside shooting (led by Mike and Bobby Raster) remains consistent," said Dillon B coach Charlie Elliott.

If there is racism in America, why is The Cosby Show #1?

If there isn't racism in America, why is there a Forsythe County, Ga.?

"Does Racism Explain Everything?"
WALTER WILLIAMS
Tuesday, February 24
4:15 pm
Cushing Hall Auditorium

One of the most innovative and influential thinkers on Black socio-economic issues

Goals continued from page 16

the overall play of his squad, but feels the lack of the Irish just skipped past his team's door.

"It certainly wasn't all luck," said Smith. "I mean, we put 46 shots on goal, two of them directed at an open net, and we still only got three goals out of it, which just isn't enough. But one of (Lake For­rest's) goals bounces in off of one of our defensemen's skates and another one was knocked in on a falling player after our goalie made a nice save."

"Sorry wise, we might have played the best series of hockey that we've had in the last two months, but we just keep looking at that big black cloud over our heads."

If there is racism in America, why is The Cosby Show #1?

If there isn't racism in America, why is there a Forsythe County, Ga.?

"Does Racism Explain Everything?"

WALTER WILLIAMS
Tuesday, February 24
4:15 pm
Cushing Hall Auditorium

One of the most innovative and influential thinkers on Black socio-economic issues

Spring Break in:

FT. LAUDERDALE!

Featuring the RIVIERA RESORT HOTEL
ON THE BEACH
RIGHT IN THE MIDDLE OF THE STRIP!

YOU DRIVE: $189.00
WITH TRANSPORTATION: $279.00

Sign up at desk next to Irish Gardens Mon-Fri: 3pm to 5pm
Limited Spaces Available!

JULYDATE: FEB 27

Sponsored by: SAB

MAPLE LANE APARTMENTS

Private suburban Setting just 10 minutes from campus.

You don't have to be Irish to enjoy life at Maple Lane Apartments. Our beautiful setting is reminiscent of the Emerald Isle. Maple Lane provides professors, employees, graduate students and administrators a retreat from campus.

In addition we offer you a special discount.

New apartments being built through Spring '87

Pool, Clubhouse, Community Activities
Washer & Dryer in each apartment
Intercom entrances
Reasonably priced gas/heat
Earthtone Interiors
Country Kitchens
*call for details about your discount
277-3731

models and clubhouse open daily
**Campus**

Display on Filipino culture and original artwork by Maria Ojacastra. SMC student, sponsored by the "Philippine Awareness Week," Great Hall, Lemans Hall.

12:30 - 1:00 p.m.: Dept of Finance and Business Economics Faculty Forum: "Government Intervention and Individual Freedom." by Dr. Walter Williams, George Mason University, 122 Hayes-Healy.

3:00 p.m.: Chemical Engineering Graduate seminar: "The Interplay of Electron Flow, ATP Balances, Bioreactor Conditions and Product Formation in the Acetone-Butanol Fermentation." by Charles Meyer, Rice University, 356 Fitzpatrick

4:30 - 6:00 p.m.: Modern Language Dept. Lecture "The Emerald, Object of Desire in Victor Hugo's Notre Dame de Paris," by Dr. Gilbert Chatzin, Indiana University, Bloomington, Library Lounge.

7:00 - 9:00 p.m.: "Maltese Falcon," Engineering Auditorium. 

4:30 - 6:30 p.m.: Modern Language Dept. Lecture "The Montessori System," by Dr. Joseph McManus, ND Counseling Center, Annapolis Room, LaFortune Student Center.

12:10 p.m.: Lecture (Noontalk Series): "Todd Webb: Photographs of New York" by Dr. Mark Williams, 151 Decio.

4:30 - 6:00 p.m.: "Theodoros III: The Rotenbergs hear the can opener!" by Mark Williams.

4:30 - 7:00 p.m.: Sigma XI Dinner and Lecture: "Emergency Room: Decision Making in the Blurs.

4:30 - 6:30 p.m.: "Camping with Johnny Knorr and his 13 piece Orchestra" at 275 Bistro.

4:30 - 6:30 p.m.: "Liberation Theology: Questo Diaputata," by Prof. Enrique Dussel, Visiting Professor of theology and Coordinator of Working Commission of Church history in the Third World (Mexico City). 194 CSC.

**The Daily Crossword**

**ACROSS**
1. Bridge support
2. Shapes
3. Deception
4. Artery
5. Cabbage dish
6. Vegetable
7. Pedimetric
8. Locle
9. Robert
10. Dadele in a way
11. Small bit
12. Aseend
13. Ratio
14. Eyes
15. Leaf aperture
16. Beasles e.g.
17. Winglike
18. Hawkays
19. Not in con-
20. David's weapon
21. - the brave...
22. Comp. dir.
23. Train
24. Previously
25. Culture
26. Medium
27. Old dinner sign
28. Former alli-
29. Penance letters
30. Poor grammar
31. Tea
32. A at a distance
33. Accro's land
34. Hereditary
35. Factor
36. Musical poem
37. Vindicated ones
38. Car
39. Gar. region
40. Assassinize
41. Computer
42. Direction
43. Stadium sound
44. Submachine guns
45. Scot. cap
46. Sound
47. Pakistani
48. Language
49. Indigation
50. Swift hound
51. Pelicans
52. Fish eggs
53. Eye part
54. Benefial
55. Arianism
56. Magistrate
57. Deserts
58. Ollblaine or
59. Snitches
60. Depot Info

**DOWN**
1. Scot. cap
2. True
3. Sound
4. Pakistani
5. Language
6. Indigation
7. Swift hound
8. Pelicans
9. Fish eggs
10. Eyes
11. Heart or pea
12. Closet item?
13. "Please are
14. "the..."
15. Hardware item
16. Trigonometry
17. Term
18. A.
19. Accro's land
20. Hereditary
21. Factor
22. Poem
23. Vindicated ones
24. Car
25. Region
26. Assassinize
27. Computer
28. North
29. Stadium sound
30. Submachine guns
31. Scot. cap
32. True
33. Sound
34. Pakistani
35. Language
36. Indigation
37. Swift hound
38. Pelicans
39. Fish eggs
40. Eyes
41. Arianism
42. Magistrate
43. Deserts
44. Ollblaine or
45. Snitches
46. Depot Info

**The Notre Dame Chapel Choir & Chorale**

with Johnny Knorr and his 13 piece Orchestra

Date: Friday, February 27

Time: 7 pm to 10 pm

Where: Theodore's

Tickets: $3 Students, $5 Adults

**MARDI GRAS BALL**

**Theatre**

with Johnny Knorr and his 13 piece Orchestra

Date: Friday, February 27

Time: 7 pm to 10 pm

Where: Theodore's

Tickets: $3 Students, $5 Adults

- Masks for everyone
- Helmets balloons
- Beverages & Snacks

- Door prizes

Tickets go on sale 2/16 - 227 at the department of Music in Riley Hall and the Student Activities Board on 2nd floor in LaFortune.

*Also—2/23/Mon./1-226(Thurs.) there will be ballroom dancing lessons at Theodore's from 4 - 5 pm.*

**SAB presents:**

**Tomorrow and Thursday**

**Maltese Falcon**

7, 9, 11 pm

**Friday and Saturday**

1:00

9 1/2 Weeks

7, 9:15, 11:30

**EG Auditorium**

$1.50

**ABSOLUTELY NO ALCOHOL ALLOWED**

**Beer Nuts**

"Mr. Guppy I'm collecting for a local food shelf and if you have any cans that you don't want to keep, would you be willing to donate that to me?"

"It's Andy Warhol's birthday, by the way. Warhol, Warhol."

"Just some extra food from the shelf... can't have it... might as well to be cannibals."

"What's the relationship?"

"Hi, Guy's! I'm collecting for SAB presents: "WAS WONDERING IF YOU.. HEY-

A LOCAL FOOD DRIVE AND..."
Fallon gets 500th in final season as men's tennis dumps Toledo, 7-2

Special to The Observer

Tom Fallon is making sure he steps out in style.

In his last year as men’s tennis coach at Notre Dame, a position he has held since 1977, Fallon has hit yet another milestone: his 500th win.

That victory came at Elkhart Racquet Club on Saturday, as the Irish dumped Toledo by a 7-2 score.

"It’s a great feeling to get number 500," Fallon said. "I would have preferred us to play a better match, but I guess I’m in good company since Mike DeCicco just got his 500th over the weekend as well."

Notre Dame singles winners included Dave Reiter over Toledo’s Todd Dominik, 9-7, Brian Kalbas over Matt Kelly, 7-2, Mike Wallace over Brian Draxl, 8-3, Dan Walsh over Charles Ide, 8-3, and Paul Daggs over Jamie McIntosh.

The Rockets took the number-one singles match, however, as top Irish player Tim Carr dropped an 8-4 decision to Brian Draxl.

In doubles, Toledo also took the top match, as Minns and Dominik ousted Carr and Reiter by an 8-5 score. Notre Dame took the last two contests, however, as Wallace and Walsh took Draxl and Kelly, 9-7, and Daggs and Kalbas blanked Ide and Craig Kobren, 6-4.

The Irish upped their record to 5-3 with the victory.

"Having two coaches with 500 speaks well for the non-revenue sports," Fallon said. "The next 500 is going to be a little tougher though."

The Irish travel to Columbus, Ohio, to face the Buckeyes of Ohio State Saturday and Ohio University Sunday.

Brown outduels Woodson in 300 yard dash

Brown prevailed in the head-to-head clash by a 30.06-29.88 margin, as men’s tennis dumps Toledo, 7-2

BY PETE GEGEN
Assistant Sports Editor

Another impressive performance by speedster Tim Brown led the Irish indoor track team to a third-place showing in the Indians Intercollegiates. The Irish were edged by Purdue, 101.08, for second place, while Indiana won the meet. But the Irish would have been close if it weren’t for the performances of Brown and the distance crew.

Brown began the meet by taking the 60-yard dash. Then in the 300-yard dash, Brown faced another football star, Purdue’s Red Woodson. But Brown prevailed in the head-to-head race, winning with a time of 36.90.

"Most people thought Woodson would walk away with it," said Head Coach Joe Piane. "Tim clearly beat him. He probably had the best meet overall of anyone there.

Unfortunately for Brown, the NCAA championships also include the 300-yard dash in its indoor championships, so Brown’s chances are restricted to the 60-yard dash and a leg in the mile relay. His 46-second clocking spurred the mile relay to second place in the meet.

The distance crew added solid support in the mile, two mile and 1000-yard runs. David Warth and Nick Sparks finished two-three in the 1000-yard run and second and third in the mile with times of 3:05.15 and 3:10.53 respectively. And Dan Garrett and Ron Markenzich repeated the placings in the mile with times of 3:04.04 for both.

Mike O’Connor finished second in the mile with a 4:08.53 and co-captain Robert Nobles took third in the 1000-yard run.

A growing problem for the Irish this season has been the team’s performance in the 800-yard run. Mike Rogan and Paul DuVarl failed to place in the two mile relay, has been lost for the season with two stress fractures in the tibia. This development all but kills the team’s chances of repeating as all-Americans.

"We haven’t seem to be able to run the 800 well," said Piane. "We haven’t run the 1000 mile and 600 well, but we have a bit of a let-down when it comes to the 800."

In the sprints, Glenn Watson continued to run well, placing third in the 60-yard high hurdles. And Chris McGuire and Karl Jackson both placed in the 440-yard dash.

The Irish also picked up points in the field events. Xavier Victor placed third and qualified for the IC4A’s with his jump of 23-6, and Tom Kraus took third in the shot put with a toss of 53-8 1/2. Finally, Rick Muench finished fifth in the triple jump.

The Irish travel to Columbus, Ohio, to face the Buckeyes of Ohio State Saturday and Ohio University Sunday.

Goals elude Irish icers as Foresters take two

BY PETE SKIKO
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame hockey team dropped a pair of games to Lake Forest over the weekend, losing 5-4 on Friday night and 5-3 on Saturday.

To say the least, Head Coach Lefty Smith was a mite disappointed.

"We came into the series looking to improve in three areas," said Smith. "And we actually did improve on two of them. We gave up only one power play goal, which is great. We scored goals off of our power play, which is great too.

"But we only scored three other times in both games, and considering that we played both games almost completely in their end and that we shot them by the wide margin that we did, that kind of lack of scoring is still ridiculous."

In Friday night’s game, the Irish played well early, scoring three goals in the first period and leading 4-1 at the end of two periods. But they sat back and watched as the Foresters came back to score three unanswered third-period goals.

Then, according to Smith, they literally watched Lake Forest win it midway through the overtime.

"We played super in the first period Friday night," said Smith. "But after that we slowly started to go into a shell, not playing aggressive hockey, but trying to protect our lead.

"You just can’t do that when you play as well as we did early. By the time the overtime rolled around, we had forgotten how to play aggressively."

The Irish once again dominated play on Saturday, but goals continued to elude them. Smith couldn’t criticize

see GOALS, page 14

Irish co-captain Mike McNeill (2) and the rest of the Irish hockey team had trouble putting the puck in the net against Lake For-